
SCHOLARSHIP MASTER THESIS PROPOSAL

Beside above research proposal template in word file, you can also see this below Research proposal written by one of
the Ph.D. applicants for scholarship.

I wonder if you would be willing to take me in as your Ph. In addition to evaluating your research proposal
and personal attributes, the panel will consider the following questions: Is the training environment one in
which the candidate will be inspired and challenged? Find out when the deadline is, and give yourself plenty
of time. Tips A good referee has known you for at least two years. Vary the appearance of the printed page by
using boldface type, underlining, subheadings and indentations, where appropriate. I would also be happy to
volunteer in your lab for a few weeks before we commit to anything to see if this is a good match. Would you
be available to meet sometime this week to discuss your research? Reviewers do recognize that the
opportunity to train students will vary with the length of time since the supervisor completed his or her own
research training. Use short sentences whenever possible. You should also speak with your supervisor,
departmental graduate advisor and your peers about the various awards programs open to students in your
particular field of study. I will wait for your kind response. I want to pursue my career in research and
academia in I am attaching my CV, Research Proposal and abstract of Master thesis along with this email. An
extensive research experience will greatly help me consolidate my future career choice. Recently I read your
paper on the role of microRNAs in the differentiation of muscle stem cells and became fascinated by your
work. Be succinct. I would like to get involved in research in this area because it will help me to better prepare
for Goals. Make sure it is complete. Make the strongest case you can and keep trying. How will it advance
knowledge in the field? I am personally greatly interested in the molecular biology of stem cells. Read the
application form and take it seriously. I look forward to hearing from you. Make the application easy to read.
Before going any further, check the section of The Faculty of Graduate Studies website that has information
about Scholarships, Awards and Funding. What is the likelihood that the candidate will be inspired to continue
on in research? Vary sentence length within paragraphs to avoid monotony. Provide your referees with a copy
of your proposal and CV as well as detailed instructions i. In particular, I found it amazing that microRNAs
can alter the fate of a cell in such a profound way. If possible, I would love to start working on a long-term
project in your lab beginning this summer. Visual Appearance Read the Application Guidelines and take them
seriously. Thank You. Waiting for your response. My goal is to Goal. Information on the subsequent positions
of past trainees if available also will be considered. Do not use a big word where a smaller word will do. The
training record â€” that is, the number of graduate students and postdoctoral fellows that have trained or are
currently training with the supervisor - will be evaluated. In case of any query or further processing, feel free
to contact me. The research supervisor's scientific productivity and impact i. I believe there are a number of
commonalities between my research interests and your specialization. I have prepared all the required
documents. What Makes a Winning Application?


